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Abstract. Syntactic parsers for natural language are key components for most pro-
cessing pipelines within human language technologies. The most common approach
taken by modern HLT systems is dependency parsing, which maps raw text to di-
rected acyclic graphs (DAGs) over words of each input sentence. One class of systems,
which includes the de facto standard Stanford Parser, creates dependency graphs via
rule-based transformation of constituency structures output by a PCFG parser. Se-
mantic parsers map raw text to some representation of meaning. The dep_to_4lang
component of the 4lang library builds graphs of syntax-independent concepts from the
output of any dependency parser that conforms to the Universal Dependencies format,
also using simple template-matching. Since all components of this end-to-end semantic
parser pipeline implements a form of graph transformation, its functionality can be
unified in a single graph grammar. In this paper we present a reimplementation of the
dep_to_4lang functionality using an interpreted regular tree grammar (IRTG), which
maps rules of a regular tree grammar (RTG) to pairs of operations over UD and 4lang
graphs, thereby allowing for efficient transformation between the two representations.
The system supports the UD v2.1 format and automatic generation of terminal rules,
it is therefore capable of basic semantic parsing on UD data for 80+ languages.

Keywords: Semantic parsing; Natural language processing; IRTG; 4lang; Graph
transformation

1 Introduction
This paper reimplements and extends the functionality of dep_to_4lang, a
core component of the semantic parsing system text_to_4lang [1], using an
Interpreted Regular Tree Grammar [2] with multiple s-graph [3] interpretations.
Using the open-source IRTG parser library alto, our grammar enables efficient
two-way transformation between 4lang-style semantic representations and the
output of any dependency parser that supports the Universal Dependencies [4]
format. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 provide a brief overview of the fields of semantic
parsing and dependency parsing, respectively. In Section 2.3 we give a summary
of IRTGs and s-graph grammars, the formal tools used to build our parser, and
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Frameset accept.01 “take willingly”
Arg0: Acceptor
Arg1: Thing accepted
Arg2: Accepted-from
Arg3: Attribute

Figure 1: The argument structure of the verb accept [6, p. 75.].

we also briefly describe the alto library. Section 3 discusses our contribution:
the IRTG that realizes the mapping between UD and 4lang and extends the
functionality of the text_to_4lang system. Both our grammar and scripts
used for data processing are available on GitHub1 under an MIT license.

2 Background

2.1 Semantic parsing

Semantic parsing is the process of mapping raw natural language text to a
representation of its meaning. Most current NLP applications rely on continuous
vector space models of meaning that are constructed from large text corpora
and are based solely on the distribution of words, i.e. statistics over the contexts
in which they appear. The models discussed here, on the other hand, represent
meaning as directed graphs of words and/or concepts, abstracting away from
syntax to various degrees. We give an overview of two formalisms: Abstract
Meaning Representations (AMRs) have gained popularity over the 5 years since
they have been introduced, several parser systems have already been published.
4lang is a highly language- and syntax-independent formalism based on a more
general theory of semantics and inference.

2.1.1 AMR

AMR [5] is a system for representing the meaning of English sentences. AMRs
are directed graphs of words based on framesets from PropBank, an annotated
corpus of semantic roles that focuses on the argument structure of verbs ([6]).
An example of a PropBank frameset is shown in Figure 1, an AMR representation
of a short English sentence in Figure 2.

AMR nodes represent entities, properties, events, or states. Leaves are la-
beled with words, PropBank framesets, or keywords. Keywords are special
entity types, quantities, or logical conjunctions. AMR uses approximately 100
relations to link entities ([5]), these represent general semantic relations, co-
reference, questions, modals, negation, etc. AMR’s limitations include lack of
treatment of inflectional morphology, determiners, and the universal quantifier.

1https://github.com/kornai/4lang/tree/master/exp/alto
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Figure 2: Representing the meaning of “The boy wants to go”([5], page 179).

Also, AMR graphs do not distinguish between real and hypothetical events or
between events that happen in the past, present, or future.

2.1.2 4lang

The 4lang theory [7] represents meaning as directed graphs of language- and
grammar-independent concepts. Edges may receive one of three labels: 0-edges
represent attribution (apple 0−→ delicious ), the IS_A relation (emu 0−→ bird) and
unary predication (cat 0−→ meow). 1- and 2-edges connect binary predicates to
their arguments (John 1←− buy 2−→ book).

The 4lang library2 contains tools for building 4lang graphs from raw text
(text_to_4lang) and dictionary definitions (dict_to_4lang). The system ob-
tains dependency relations from text by invoking the Stanford Dependency
Parser ([8]). A subsequent mapping from Stanford dependencies ([9]) to sub-
graphs of nine possible graph configurations (Table 1) was built manually. We
present the reimplementation of this mapping with several modifications and
enhancements in Section 3. 4lang is also the name of a manually built con-
cept dictionary [10] containing more than 2000 definition graphs of language-
independent concepts. The 4lang dictionary also maps each concept to words
in four languages (Hungarian, English, Latin, Polish), hence its name.

2.2 Dependency parsing

Although constituent-based grammars have been the dominant approach to syn-
tax in both contemporary linguistic theory and also in natural language pro-
cessing of the past decades, recent NLP systems prefer grammatical dependen-
cies as the primary source of syntactic information in downstream applications.
All variants of dependency grammar (see [11] for a survey) represent sentences
as directed, labeled edges between its words, each of which stands for a head-
dependent relation, such that each word is dependent on exactly one other word
in the sentence. Figure 3 shows an example analysis.

2https://github.com/kornai/4lang
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Dependency Edge

amod

w1
0−→ w2

advmod
npadvmod
acomp
dep
num
prt

nsubj

w1
1


0

w2
csubj
xsubj
agent

dobj

w1
2−→ w2

pobj
nsubjpass
csubjpass
pcomp
xcomp

appos w1
0


0

w2

poss
w2

1←− HAS 2−→ w1prep_of

tmod w1
1←− AT 2−→ w2

prep_with w1
1←− INSTRUMENT 2−→ w2

prep_without w1
1←− LACK 2−→ w2

prep_P w1
1←− P 2−→ w2

Table 1: Mapping from Stanford dependency relations to 4lang subgraphs [1,
p. 12.].
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The dog

det
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��
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Figure 3: Dependency analysis of the sentence ’The dog was chased by the cat.’
Source: http://universaldependencies.org/introduction.html

While early approaches to dependency parsing were based on manually built
grammars, today’s systems employ machine learning models that are trained on
dependency treebanks and try to predict the most likely analysis for previously
unseen sentences. For an overview of various ML-based approaches to depen-
dency parsing, the reader is referred to [12]. Dependency parsing is used in
a variety of NLP applications such as sentiment analysis [13, 14] or question
answering [15]. The Universal Dependencies (UD) project3 provides a cross-
linguistically consistent grammatical annotation and more than 100 UD tree-
banks in 60 languages (as of version 2.1, released in November 2017) [4]. UDs
also enables the cross-linguistic evaluation of dependency parsers: more than 30
teams participated in the 2017 CoNLL shared task on multilingual dependency
parsing [16].

2.3 IRTGs and Alto
We reimplement the transformation between dependency graphs and 4lang
graphs using interpreted regular tree grammars [17]. Intuitively, IRTGs are
context-free grammars in which each rule is mapped to operations over an ar-
bitrary number of algebras, so that any series of operations on any of these
algebras that corresponds to at least one derivation in the IRTG will in turn
correspond to a series of operations over each of the other algebras. For exam-
ple, Figure 4 illustrates a derivation in an IRTG whose two interpretations are
both mappings to algebras formed by strings and concatenation. This IRTG
can be used to implement transformation between pairs of strings by establish-
ing a correspondence between their derivations. Formally, RTGs are defined as
quadruples G = (N,Σ, P, S) where N is a signature of nonterminal symbols, Σ
is a signature of terminal symbols, S ∈ N is a distinguished start symbol, and
P is a finite set of productions of the form B → t, where B is a nonterminal
symbol, and t ∈ TN∪Σ [17]. Σ-interpretations are defined as pairs I = (h,A)
where A is a ∆-algebra and h : TΣ → T∆ is a (tree) homomorphism. Then
IRTGs can be defined as (G, I1, I2, . . .), where Ii are Σ-interpretations [17].

S-graph algebras or HR algebras [18] have recently been used with IRTGs for
semantic parsing [2]. Here we provide only a brief, informal overview of s-graph
algebras, see [17] for a more formal explanation. The central operation of an

3http://universaldependencies.org/
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RTG rule homomorphisms

S → r1(NP, V P )
1: x1 • x2

2: x1 • x2

V P → r2(V,NP )
1: x1 • x2

2: x2 • x1

NP → r3
1: John
2: Hans

NP → r4
1: the box
2: die Kiste

NP → r5
1: opens
2: öffnet

Figure 4: An IRTG with an example derivation ([2], page 4)

Figure 5: S-graph examples ([2], page 5)

s-graph algebra is the binary merge, which unifies pairs of s-graphs following a
simple mechanism specified by labels on each s-graph: an s-graph’s nodes may
be marked with a set of source names, each taken from a fixed finite set. Source
names identify nodes that should be merged when entire subgraphs are merged:
when two s-graphs G1 and G2 are merged, the resulting s-graph G′ will contain
all nodes of G1 and G2, and when a pair of nodes (v1, v2) ∈ E(G1)×E(G2) have
the same source name, they will be mapped to a single node v′ in G′ that has
all adjacent edges of v1 and v2. In semantic applications, e.g. [2], source names
correspond to semantic argument positions of a grammar. An example of merge
over semantic graphs is shown in Figures 5 and 6, here the root source node
indicates the head of the construction, subj and vcomp mark slots for subject
and verbal complement, respectively.

The Algebraic Language Toolkit, or alto4 [19] is an open-source parser for
IRTGs. It implements a variety of algebras for use with IRTGs, including the s-
graph algebra. When constructing a grammar file for alto, one must explicitly

4https://bitbucket.org/tclup/alto
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Figure 6: S-graphs of Figure 5 combined ([2], page 6)

X -> _nsubj(X, X)
[graph] r_gov_root(f_dep(merge(

merge(r_gov(?1), "(g<gov> :nsubj (d<dep>))"), r_dep(?2))))
[fourlang] r_gov_root(f_dep(merge(

merge(r_gov(?1), "(g<gov> :1 (d<dep> :0 g))"), r_dep(?2))))

Figure 7: An example from our grammar, illustrating the operations of the HR
algebra. The grammar is discussed further in Section 3.

declare all interpretations with types, then provide for each RTG rule mappings
to operations for each of these interpretations. The example in Figure 7 shows a
rule that, when interpreted over dependency graphs, connects dedicated (root)
nodes of two subgraphs with a single directed edge that represents the gram-
matical dependency nsubj. The same rule, when applied to 4lang graphs, will

create the configuration w1
1


0

w2. The RTG rule and its two interpretations
together form an IRTG rule that implements a mapping between an operation
on pairs of UD graphs and an operation on pairs of 4lang graphs. The gov and
dep sources used in the example mark the start and end points of directed edges,
the f_dep and r_gov_root operations are alto’s shorthands for forget(dep)
and rename(gov, root).

3 Semantic parsing with IRTGs
We present an IRTG which reimplements dep_to_4lang functionality, extends
it to support UD (as opposed to classic Stanford Dependencies, or SD), and
provides a treatment of some additional phenomena, such as various uses of the
UD relation case. The grammar file is available on GitHub.5 For the most
part, our mapping is an upgrade of dep_to_4lang rules from SD to UD (see
Table 2 for the UD-conform version). Correspondence between such simple
configurations are easily implemented by rules similar to that in Figure 7. The
case relation requires a slightly more complex set of rules.

In English, the UD relation case connects prepositions and their arguments
in prepositional phrases. The governing phrases are in turn marked as ar-
guments of either a predicate (e.g. give the toys [to the children]), a modi-
fied nominal phrase (the office [of the chair] or the subject of a copular sen-
tence (Sue is [in shape]). In these cases the argument of the preposition may
be the dependent of the relation obl, nmod, or nsubj, respectively (see Fig-

5https://github.com/kornai/4lang/blob/master/exp/alto/ud/en_ud_bi.irtg
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Dependency Edge
advcl w1

0−→ w2

advmod
amod
nmod
nummod

appos w1
0


0

w2

dislocated

csubj w1
1


0

w2

nsubj
ccomp w1

2−→ w2

obj
xcomp

Table 2: UD-conform version of the mapping of Table 1.

ure 8). In 4lang, each of these prepositions would correspond to binary relations:
give 1←− to 2−→ children, office, chair 1←− of 2−→ , Sue 1←− in 2−→ shape.
We add three ternary rules to our grammar to map each use of case to the
appropriate 4lang graph, the one treating obl arguments is shown in Figure 9.

We validate our grammar by parsing the English section of the UD v2.1
treebank. For this purpose we use a simple scripts to convert CoNLL-formatted
dependencies to the ISI-format supported by alto and another couple of one-
liners to automatically create preterminal and terminal IRTG rules, e.g.

X -> _VERB(VERB)
[graph] ?1
[fourlang] ?1

VERB -> find
[graph] "(find<root> / find)"
[fourlang] "(find<root> / find)"

Our system supports the UD v2.1 format and automatic generation of ter-
minal rules, it is therefore capable of basic semantic parsing on UD data for
80+ languages.

4 Conclusion

In its current form, the system presented in this paper is merely a reimple-
mentation of an existing tool for semantic parsing that, when compared to its
predecessor, is more efficient, easier to maintain, and truly language indepen-
dent by virtue of the Universal Dependencies project. Several other core NLP
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give the toys to the children
V P V

obl

case

the office of the Chair

nmod

case

Sue is in shape

nsubj

case

Figure 8: Uses of the case relation (source: http://universaldependencies.org/)

X -> _obl_case(X, X, X)
[graph] r_gov_root(f_dep2(f_dep1(merge(merge(

merge(r_gov(?1), "(g<gov> :obl (d1<dep1> :case (d2<dep2>)))"),
r_dep1(?2)), r_dep2(?3)))))

[fourlang] r_gov_root(f_dep2(f_dep1(merge(merge(
merge(r_gov(?1), "(d2<dep2> :1 (g<gov>) :2 (d1<dep1>))"),
r_dep1(?2)), r_dep2(?3)))))

Figure 9: One of the three rules for the obl relation
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tasks, however, are instances of graph transformation. Most state-of-the-art
dependency parsers, for example, build dependency graphs incrementally, in a
bottom-up fashion. Semantic inference, when performed over concept networks,
also involves manipulating graphs. Not only could one attempt to reimplement
any such system as an IRTG, a grammar generic enough may implement mul-
tiple processing steps simultaneously. Our short term plans include an IRTG
for mapping UD to AMR graphs and another for reimplementing the Stanford
Parser’s mapping between syntactic constituents and dependency graphs. Then,
if a single probabilistic IRTG were to implement the parallel parsing of strings,
syntactic constituency structures, dependency graphs, and semantic graphs like
4lang or AMR, it could be trained simultaneously on each of these types of
gold-standard data as a single end-to-end system for semantic parsing.
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